CONFIDENTIALITY
Tresviri and employees always operate
with confidentiality. We never share nor
use information, which is provide by
clients, other than for execution of our
clients’ assignment. This is assured by
procedures and embedded in our DNA.
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COST CONTROL
Tresviri provides cost insight for the full
project cycle. We ensure that accurate
forecasting is available at any time and that
stake holders have the correct information
available to make the right decision

ESTIMATES
Tresviri builds estimates transparent, solid
and on time. We work with short lead times
and relevant datasets. Our estimates are
utilized for tender procedures and increases
bid accuracy, leading to successful projects.

CLAIM MANAGEMENT
Tresviri structures’ complex files and records
when parties can not reach an agreement
about the completion of an assignment. We
inventory all facts from contract, scope,
execution, etc. for mediation and arbitration.

UNIT RATES
Tresviri has extensive experience with the
composition, application and evaluation of
norms. For every industry and activity
there are unit rates available. We also
build custom norms as per client
requirement.

TENDER EVALUATION
Tresviri evaluates bids for EPC contracts,
services and materials. We normalize bids
and rates and compare (contract) conditions.
This results in an objective, transparent and
underpinned advise for contract award.

SCOPE CHANGE PROCESS
Tresviri knows all contract documents,
scope and physical execution. We signal scope
deviations in time, handle the processing and
arrange approval. This does limit financial
discussions and results fast close out.
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
Tresviri utilizes multiple methods to monitor
execution of activities. We use manual or RFID
techniques to collect data. The collected data is
analyzed and we provide practical advice to
Improve the efficiency.

COST REDUCTIONS
Tresviri analyses activities and typical costs. With
practical knowledges from client’s organization we
realize significant cost reductions. We advise and
take care of the implementation process, as well as
the assurance of relevant knowledge.

WHO DO WE WORK FOR?

INTERESTED?

Tresviri works for asset owners, contractors
and liquidators. We are specialized in
services where technology and cost come
together.

Do not hesitate to contact us! We work world
wide and are only one phone call away

